
Introducing a new way to enhance any space 

AIR 30 Terrarium



Tropical climate
For keeping tropical plants

that like high humidity

Semi-Arid climate
For keeping Cacti and succulents

Medium climate 
For keeping temperate plants

More variety with the AIR 30
The AIR 30 goes beyond its predecessor, offering more climate and lighting options.

Grow plants in a tropical, moderate or semi-arid environment.

Remote control

Misting boost
Increase the misting 
for one minute

Pre-programmed settings
Semi-arid, Moderate, and Tropical

Demonstration
Shows the features 
in a minute

Power
On and off

Brightness
Control the brightness 
of the lighting.

Auto setting
Suitable for most 
plant needs

Daylight
Set the amount of daylight 
from pre-programmed settings

Easily control and set the functions with a remote.

1. Clean air system - Prevents stagnation and condensation by 
drawing in fresh air, circulating then exhausting the air through 
a replaceable carbon filter.

2. Misting unit - The Ultrasonic mister produces a gentle 
‘swirling’ ultra-fine mist that hydrates the plants right down to 
their roots.

3. LED lighting - Simulates sunrise, daylight, sunset and night.

4. Acrylic terrarium - Acrylic is 10 times stronger and 23% clearer 
than glass. Acrylic is also a good insulator, so you don’t lose as 
much heat as you would with a glass terrarium.

5. Capillary matting, Support tray, Inlet & Reservoir - 
Constantly hydrates the compost without over-watering. This 
prevents the possibility of plant roots rotting. The capillary mat 
draws water from the reservoir via the inlet.

6. Water level guide - Discreet and easy to read indicator for 
checking the level of water in the reservoir base.

7. Coir compost - Growth media to cultivate your plants roots. 
The compost is made from cocopeat, a renewable resource 
extracted from the husk of coconut.

8. Arid Mix - Promotes rapid plant growth. Use with succulents. 
Mix consists of volcanic rock dust 30%, worm manure, peat mix 
from a sustainable resource, and organic fertilizer. 

9. Humidimist                10. Remote control 

11. Universal transformer & Instructions
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Everything you need is included
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Clean air system
Prevents stagnation and 
condensation by drawing 
in fresh air, circulating 
then returning through a 
replaceable carbon filter.

Needs no daylight
The LED lighting automatically 
provides all the light plants 
need to thrive.

Automatic humidity
Triggered automatically when 
humidity drops. A gentle mist 
hydrates the plants right down 
to the roots.

Moisture without 
overwatering
Capillary matting draws 
water up into the coir 
compost, constantly 
hydrating without 
overwatering. Discreet and 
easy to read water level 
indicator for checking the 
level of water in the base.

How the AIR works
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Description Dimensions (Dia x H) Limited Warranty Item no.  UPC

AIR 30, black

15.75 x 18 in. 2 years

72558 822728725580

AIR 30, white 71748 822728717486

AIR 30, grey   71749 822728717493

Description Item no.  UPC

AIR 30 replacement filter cartridge 77668 822728776681

AIR 30 replacement coir compost 77669 822728776698

AIR 30 arid mix 85240 822728852408

AIR 30 Specifications

Replacement parts


